Frame Center’s Guide For Mirror Hangers

Do Not Wire!

We did not put a wire on your frame because it is our professional opinion that it would be unsafe.

What You’ll Need
- Pencil
- Hammer
- Hooks (provided)
- Level
- Painter’s Tape (optional)

Your Measurements

* Double check measurements provided

What You’ll Need
Do Not Wire!

We did not put a wire on your frame because it is our professional opinion that it would be unsafe!

Hold your frame up to the wall and with a pencil mark the top center of where you would like your frame to sit.

Using the measurements provided above, mark the points where your D-rings will sit on the wall.

Make sure that your two points are level. Using a strip of painter’s tape may help.

When hammering the hooks into the wall make sure that the bottom of hooks sit on the points that you made.

Slide the D-rings of the frame over the hooks making sure the frame is securely placed before letting go.

Share your new frames online and tag us!

Check out our Socials for more inspo/help
  - @framecenter
  - @FrameCenterHanover
  - Frame Center